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ABSTRACT

This project was intended to increase parent
involvement and parent knowledge of ways to increase their

child's academic performance and positive behavior at an
elementary school.

A survey was given to staff and parents

of the elementary school.

The results of the survey were

used to determine what topics the presentation would cover

and the best platform to present them.

The results of the

survey concluded that the staff of the school had a greater
concern for what parents needed to know versus what the

parents felt they already knew.

Through the Analysis,

Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation Process
(ADDIE), a multimedia presentation was created on iMovie.

In the DVD, parents were introduced to their children's
school, ways to get involved at school, programs offered at

the school, and ways to help their children succeed. A post

survey was conducted with the staff and parents that showed
the DVD met its goals in educating the parents about the
school.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND

Introduction

Parent involvement is recognized by educators as a

vital piece to ensure a successful year in school for
students.

According to Hinkle (2011), "...research

overwhelmingly indicates that parent involvement not only
positively affects student achievement, it contributes to

higher quality education and better performance of schools
overall".

Many parents want to help their students succeed

and be involved in their education, but are unable to

because of various problems.

One of the major problems

faced by parents is that schools do not create an

environment where parents feel needed in the education
process or welcomed at the school at all.

Without the

parents' positive outlook of their student's school,
problems can manifest as the school year goes on.

This thesis looked at the positive effect that parent
participation can have on the success of students.

The No

Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), requires "serious attention
to parent involvement" (Epstein, 2004).

NCLB requires that

all schools that receive Title I money must develop
1

policies on home-school partnerships and conduct programs

that involve parents.

One of the ways school have

fulfilled this requirement is with the Beginning of the

Year Parent Compact.

The compact is signed by the parents

and student to ensure their promise to be good partners in

education.

This project aims at creating a presentation

DVD that explains and shows parents how to be a good

partner in their child's education as well as creating a
warm and inviting atmosphere between the school and home.

Statement of the Problem
At the beginning of each school year, a parent compact

is passed out to every student to take home.

The parents

are asked to sit down and read it with their child, sign
it, and return it to school.

The compact is written in

English and Spanish. The compact outlines expectations for
the new school year.

It is believed that many of the

parents sign the compact without reading it over.

To

ensure that all parents receive this important information,

this presentation was developed as a more entertaining and
informative way to pass along important information.
Children would receive a copy of the DVD to take home and

watch with their parents.

It is our hope that more parents

2

will watch the video, ensuring the important information

usually found in the compact, and become a more valuable

asset to the school.

Purpose of the Project

The purpose of this proj ect was to develop an
entertaining and informative way of communicating school

expectations to students and parents, and to create an
atmosphere where parents want to participate in school

events.

The DVD targeted parents who were unaware of

programs offered at the school, lack the tools to help
their students with homework, as well as parents who wanted

to participate but do not know where to start.

Parents

were encouraged to refer to the DVD throughout the year as
part of the overall educational experience.

In addition to

supplying copies of the DVD and showing it during "Back to
School Night", the video will be uploaded to the school's

website for parents with internet access at home.

Significance of the Project
As a year-round school with many English Language

Learners, one of the greatest challenges for teachers is to

properly communicate expectations for the school year with
3

parents.

For most students, there are only a few days

between the end of one grade level, and the beginning of

another school year.

Parent conferences do not take place

until three months into the school year, and Back to School

Night is a lightly attended event. Ray (2006) stated that,
"The parents you really need to see don't bother to attend

because they don't want to hear what you have to say about
their disengaged, disaffected and sometimes, downright
nasty children."

This is an overgeneralization, but

usually the parents that do attend are the ones that have
children that are meeting most grade level standards and
have had a successful schooling experience.

It's the

parents that do not attend or are unable to attend that

this video is hoping to reach out to.
After the distribution and subsequent viewings by

parents, the school hopes parents view the school with a
warmer perception, an increased ability to help their
students at home, and the knowledge of how to become more

actively involved in the school.

Limitations
Throughout the development of the project, there were

some limitations.

These limitations were:
4

1.

The collection of surveys from the parents was
limited.

Surveys were translated into Spanish,

ensuring the vast majority of parents could

understand the survey.

About 200 surveys were

passed out during parent meetings and for

students to take home.
returned.

Of the 200, only 30 were

The parents that the project targeted

were the parents who do not attend school

The parents that did fill

meetings or events.

out the surveys at school and returned the

surveys were not necessarily the parents the

video was intended to target, but rather parents
who already come to school functions and

meetings.

2.

(Appendix D)

The video was only translated into English,
limiting the number of parents who can view the
presentation with adequate understanding.

A

future copy in Spanish is planned so all parents
have access to the information.
3.

It was decided that student images would not

appear anywhere in the project, severely limiting
the motivation factor of the video.

The lack of

student images will most likely hinder the
5

excitement for students to want to take a copy

home to show their parents.

4.

The number of parent and staff members who viewed
the alpha version of the video was limited.

Ten

staff members and ten parents viewed and gave
their feedback on the second survey.

(Appendix E

and F)

Definition of Terms
iMovie:

Video editing software application, which allows

Mac users to edit their own personal movies.

iDVD:

A software application made by Apple Inc. that

allows the user to add personal movies and burn them to a
DVD.

This will be used to make copies of the presentation

for all parents.
ADDIE: A generic process used by instructional designers

that includes five steps or phases: Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation.
Multimedia:

Includes a combination of text, audio, still

images, and video.

Flip Video:

High definition digital video recorders

Flip Share: Flip Video's accompanying software.

6

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
It is common belief and understanding that the more

involved parents are in their child's education, the more

successful the student will be in school (Horowitz &
Bronte-Tinkew, 2007, p.7).

Parent involvement has become

one of the most recognized contributions towards student

success. Educators across the nation have worked to promote
and foster the relationship between parents and the school
community to ensure a successful outcome. In addition,
theorists have surmised the impact of parental involvement

in the child's social and emotional development.

This literature review highlights specific areas of
parental involvement and its contribution toward creating
an effective and nurturing school community. There are

three themes that will be explored in this research. The
first theme focuses on 1) understanding parental
involvement in children's elementary school experience, 2)
the research behind the benefits of parental involvement,

3) the effect of socio-economics on parental involvement,
and 4) barriers for parental involvement. The second theme
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explores 1) the Home-School communication, and 2) effective
connections between parents and the schools. The third

theme examines 1) the use of multimedia presentations in
.schools, and 2) implementation of multimedia for effective
communication.

Understanding Parental Involvement.

Parental Involvement in Schools

By definition, parent involvement is the
"participation of parents in every facet of children's

education and development from birth to adulthood,

recognizing that parents are the primary influence in
children's lives" (Padgett, 2006, p. 44). This designation

of parental involvement prioritizes the parents as

responsible and influential stakeholders in the interest of
their children. Furthermore, teachers have seen how

parents' active participation in their children's schooling
increases the students' accountability toward academic

assignments and other classroom activities. Researchers
concur that students' successful performances in school are

attributed to the parents' active and positive involvement
(Horowitz & Bronte-Tinkew, 2007, p.l). This speaks volume

8

to the importance of parental involvement in our schools
and community at large.
Comer (2005, p.41) identifies the three levels of

parental involvement in schools as, 1) Level 1 - parents

provide general support by attending parent-teacher
conferences, monitoring their children's homework, and
supporting fund-raising activities, 2) Level 2 - parents

serve as volunteers in daily school affairs, going on field

trips, or working as library assistants, 3) Level 3 -

parents participate in school decision making by serving on
School Planning and Management Teams. Comer (2005, p.41)
outlines different approaches for parents to become

involved in schools and participate in at least one or more
of the levels. Additionally, Epstein (1996, p.12) lays out
a different model for involvement, which delineates six

types of involvement as:
1.

Parenting - assist families in establishing a

home environment to support their children.
2.

Communicating - identify methods of communication
for school-to-home and home-to-school about the
children's progress in school.

3.

Volunteering - organize parents to help and
support the classroom in different ways.

9

4.

Learning at Home - provide feedback to parents
about home support with homework, projects, and
other educational activities.

5.

Decision Making - Seek parents' feedback and

input on school related matters and provide
parent leaders with appropriate training.

6.

Collaborating with the Community - Include the

community in providing resources for parents to
strengthen their home life and provide support as

needed.

The detailed guidelines provide schools and community
with a template on how to improve their communication

between the home and school. Each facet or type of

involvement requires parents and school personnel to share
ideas and resources in supporting their schools.

Benefits of Parental Involvement
Henderson (2002, P. 7) finds that when parents, family

members, and the community are involved in the school, 1)
children earn higher grades and test scores 2) have better

social skills, 3) graduate and go on to post secondary
school.

I wish to briefly explore each of the three areas

of benefit in this section of the literature review.

10

The first benefit is the impact of parental
involvement on children. Decker (2000, p.12) concludes that
with increased parental involvement, children benefit in

many ways. For example, children's test scores and grades
increase, their attendance improves, they graduate on time,

they tend to have a positive attitude and behavior, and
student's negative behavior decreases. Furthermore,
Gonzalez-DeHass, Willems, and Holbein (2005, p.117)

maintain that, "When parents are involved, students report
more effort, concentration, and attention" when they

complete their assignments. This is especially true when
dealing with homework because parents provide

"encouragement and praise" which links to intrinsic

motivation for students. In addition, the authors argue
that when parents are involved, the students are "more

likely to take personal responsibility for their learning"
(DeHass, Willems, & Holbein, 2005, p. 117).

The second benefit of parental involvement is its
impact on the schools. Henderson (2002, p.9) reports how
schools benefit from increased parent participation such as
high teacher morale, positive school reputation, and

successful performance of school programs. Horowitz and
Bronte-Tinkew (2007, p.2) acknowledge this same fact
11

contending:

"Providing parents with a list of ways in

which they can participate - whether by telling a story,
attending a parent class, serving on a committee, planning

a special event, or typing a newsletter- may help them
become aware of opportunities and recognize skills that

they can share".
Likewise, when parents are seen on campus regularly,

it builds camaraderie between the school and home. This

partnership allows parents to actively engage in their
children's learning and become familiar with the daily

functions of the school. Jeter-Twilley, Legum, and Norton
(2007, p.7) hypothesize that the schools low test scores
may be attributed to lack of parental involvement. Although

there are many factors involved in decreased test results,
the researchers suggest a possible correlation between test

results and parental involvement. The researchers

acknowledge that the "lack of PTA attendance and membership
does not cause low test scores, but suggest that' there may

be a connection between parental/community involvement and

achievement" (Jeter-Twilley, Legum, & Norton, 2007, p. 7) .
In building a positive relationship between parents and

school, it is vital that the two entities become one in
purpose and function.
12

The third benefit of parental involvement is the
impact on the family. Harris and Wimer (2004, p.l)

elaborate on these benefits such as increased support and
services to families, improved relationships between

parents and children, and effective connection between
parents-, children, and community. Researchers GonzalezDeHass, Willems, and Holbein (2005, p.118) contend that,

"When parents become involved with students' reading
activities, students demonstrate greater self efficacy as
readers, are more motivated to read, and voluntarily

participate in literacy activities". These benefits improve

the relationships between parents and children. When the
parent-child relationship is solid, it. becomes easier for

parents to have conversations about other non-academic
issues such as bullying, depression, and so forth. Grolnisk
and Slowiaczek's (1994, p.242) acknowledge that, "Parents

who attend parent-teacher conferences, open houses, or

other school activities show how important their children
are to them". When students see that their parents visit

the school, it reinforces the students' belief that school
is important. Some of the motivation for the parents may
come from the students themselves. Gonzalez-DeHass,

Willems, and Holbein (2005, p.108) conclude that parents
13

are inspired to be more involved when their children are
motivated in schools.

Low Socio-Economic and Parental Involvement
Under the guidelines of The No Child Left Behind Act
2001 (NCLB), the inclusion of parental involvement has
become part of its school plan. In fact, the school's

Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) contains a

parent element that is fundamental to the function of the

school. Padgett (.2006, p.44) concurs with the NCLB mandate
stating, "creating a deliberate plan helps to set and reach

achievable goals".

The decision-making process calls for

the school community to collaborate in planning and
carrying out the decisions concerning the schools'

financial and academic operations.
Furthermore, Epstein (2004, p.14) confirms that, "all
schools that receive Title I funds must develop policies on
partnerships and conduct programs that involve parents in

ways that support students' success in school".

In other

words, it is required for schools that receive federal and

state funding, based on its low socioeconomic status, to
engage parents in the planning and allocating of its funds

to ensure legal compliance in according with the laws. In
addition, Padgett (2006, p.45) maintains that, "Schools
14

need to create a formal policy for involving parents

identifying barriers that could prevent involvement, and
involve the community". This process comes about when

parents and schools meet together often to discuss the
needs of the students and parents.

The NCLB Act delineates four areas of responsibility
that all schools must adhere to when building relationships
with parents and families. First, schools must provide

professional development to educators to organize effective
partnership programs. Secondly, schools must help parents
understand state standards and assessments. Thirdly,
schools must provide materials to help parents assist their

children's achievement at home. Lastly, schools must
communicate using formats and languages that parents will

understand. Under these guidelines, schools, specifically

low socio-economic schools, can involve parents to

volunteer in the classrooms and take advantage of the
resources available to them for support. With the increase

of accountability under the NCLB Act, it becomes even more
crucial that schools seek out parents to get involved in

the schools. This partnership must be established and
nurtured to ensure that the school community is successful

(Padgett, 2006, p.45).
15

Barriers to Parental Involvement

Based on the outcome of the research on parental
involvement, it can be confirmed that many educators and

researchers can attest to the value and benefit of its
merit for students and the school community.

However, the

problem presents itself with parents who are not able to
get involved with their schools. Despite the effort of many

schools, it is believed that involvement practices often

reach a narrow audience of parents and are generally
restricted to a few types of parent participation

(Gonzalez-DeHass & Willems 2003, p.45). The lack of
parental involvement can be attributed to various factors

within the school system and outside of the system. This

section of the literature review examines the barriers to
parental involvement and methods to overcome the barriers.

Although challenges exist in getting parents involved, the
problem is magnified with minority parents. Turney and Kao

(2009, p.257) conclude that minority parents experience
more barriers and challenges in getting involved than the
native-born parents. They list the barriers such as
inconvenient meeting times, lack of child care, problems

with safety at school, not feeling welcomed by the school,
lack of transportation, lack of money, child care, non
16

bilingual meetings, and family members not getting time off
of work to get involved.

Although some of these barriers

overlap between minority and non-minority parents, they can
be categorized under one of the three findings emerged from
the literature. The three finding are 1) parents' mindset,

2) parents' previous experience with schools, and 3)
parents' cultural experience.

The first finding examines the parents' mindset or
belief about their role in relation to the school's

responsibility. According to Shartrand,

(1997, p.41),

"parents and teachers often disagree as to the role parents

should play in their child's education". There seems to be

a different mindset on the role of parents and teachers.
Gonzalez-DeHass and Willems (2003, p.89) also point out

that parents believe that their children's education should
be left up to the teachers and that their participation as

parents is not necessary.

Many parents think that it is

the job of the school and teacher to teach their children,
not themselves. The researchers continue to argue that,

"There is a possibility that some parents do not value the

importance of parent involvement in schools".

Case in

point, the delineation of roles and responsibilities is
clearly not articulated between parents and school
17

therefore, resulting in frustration on the teachers' part
and false assumptions from the parents. In the end,

Gonzalez-DeHass and Willems (2003, p.89) point out that

other researchers have also found that "parents do want to
be more involved in the education of their children and
want the aid of their schools in order to accomplish this

goal".

In essence, the school community benefits immensely

from the participation of parents.

Therefore, the schools

must continue to provide opportunities for parents to

accomplish that goal.

The second finding examines the parents' previous
experience with schools. In addition to the basic parent
challenges of schedules, lack of transportation, daycare,

etc., Padgett (2006, p.44) notes that, "Parents who
admittedly did not have a positive time at school as kids

or did not finish school, are reluctant about coming back".
Other researchers, Gonzalez-DeHass and Willems (2003,

p.90) also support this view maintaining that, "An

alternative reason that parents may not want to be involved
is because many parents had poor experiences themselves
going through school". In some instances, when parents hold

on to these negative experiences, it is reflected in their
interaction with school personnel.
18

Gonzalez-DeHass & Willems (2003, p.90) find that many
times parents face "an attitude within some schools that

reflects a lack of parental participation or parental
opinion". This lack of respect ranges from disinterest in

encouraging parental involvement to hostility towards

parents. The authors state that, "Parents feel like

intruders rather than partners, and receive the impression
that they are interfering when they do contact the
teacher". When these experiences are coupled with the

parents' childhood traumas, it diminishes the likelihood

that parents would want to actively participate at schools.
Harris, Jacobsen, and Hemmer (2004, p.3) discuss the lack

of parent involvement training in teacher education
curriculum. Their findings reveal that teachers who learn
about parent involvement need to also learn about the
cultural values "that can bridge relationships across
cultures". Knowing the reasons why parents behave the way

they do based on cultural beliefs can help bridge the gap
of understanding between schools and parents.

The third finding examines parents' cultural
experience. Denessen, Bakker, and Gierveld (2007, p.27)
argue that language and cultural differences are main

barriers to parental involvement. The report from the US
19

Department of Education (Herrold & O'Donnell, 2008, p.3)

generalizes the participation of ethnic groups. The
statistics show a higher percentage of school satisfaction

among White parents (64 percent) versus Black (47 percent)
and Hispanic (59 percent). These findings lead to the

conclusion that ethnicity in itself tends to be a barrier
to parental involvement. If parents are not satisfied with
their school, they may be less inclined to participate in
any school functions.

Furthermore, Padgett (2006, p.45)

states that, "Language and cultural differences can keep
parents from meetings and school events".

Both language

and cultural differences play a role, so too does
socioeconomic levels.

Lee & Bowen (2006, p.194) share that

family income may also be associated with parents'

involvement or lack thereof in their child's school.

This

attributes to lack of transportation, daycare, and other

conflicts that may hinder parent participation.

Some of the cultural factors that interfere with
parental participation occur during after school hours.

Although most schools have after school programs for the
benefit of parents, not all parents can attend those
activities. Horowitz and Bronte-Tinkew (2007, p.4) note

some of the challenges for after school programs such as
20

other parental responsibilities, lack of transportation

after hours, and not feeling comfortable. Using the Samoan
culture as an example of cultural obligations, Fischer-

Valdez, Dowrick, and Maynard (2007, p.73) list cultural
factors such as pastoral school, communion class, dance

rehearsal, language course, etc. that interfere with parent

participation in school.

These cultural obligations are

priorities for many minority students and parents making
school events secondary on their schedule. For minority

students, obligations in church and other family events
become priorities in their lives.
Overcoming Parental Involvement Barriers

It is critical to assess the progress of parental

involvement in the schools before we can begin to resolve

any issues. Flessa (2008, p.19) looks at three methods that
by which parental involvement is assessed:

1.

Focus on school councils - assessing the number

of school council parent memberships

2.

Focus on specific outreach programs - district or
school based parental programs

3.

Focus on parent satisfaction - assessing through

satisfaction surveys.
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Evaluating parental involvement through these methods
can provide the schools with data on the rate of parent

participation to determine its next course of action. The
solutions to overcoming these barriers are also outlined by

Flessa (2008, p.20). The author lists five actions that
must be implemented by the school to assist them in

overcoming their challenges:

1.

Define Involvement: provide family members with a

list of things they can do to participate. Many
times, parents are unclear about what involvement

actually means.

2.

Address barriers related to responsibilities and

access: provide flexible meeting times and
locations, offer incentives to participate, and
speak in parent's first language, whenever

possible.
3.

Take steps to increase families' comfort level at

program events: encourage staff to interact with
parents, find out what parents would like
discussed at meetings, what times are best, and

offer short term parenting classes.

4.

Engage families regularly: engage more often and
have the engagements more meaningful, require

22

parents to volunteer, and train staff on family

engagement.

5.

Recognize that engaging families takes time:
parents need to participate in several
opportunities before they are comfortable with

the task.
When implementing these actions, it is vital to note

the diversity of parents and their cultural upbringing to
ensure that their needs are met. Caspe, Lopez, and Wolos

(2007, p.2) reiterate the importance of family involvement
at the elementary level stating that a body of intervention

evaluations "demonstrates that family involvement can be
strengthened with positive results for their children and
their school success" (p. 1). To match these results, it is

necessary to match the child's developmental needs, the
parent's attitudes and practices, and the school's

expectations to support the effort for family involvement

(Caspe, Lopez, & Wolos, 2007, p.3).
The researchers outline three family involvement
processes for creating this match based on the evidence

base. These are 1) Parenting - consists of the values,
attitudes, and practices of young parents when raising
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young children; 2) Home-school relationship being the

formal and informal connections between the family and the
school; and 3) Responsibility for learning places an
emphasis on activities in the home that promote learning
skills in the child. Addressing these needs and providing

long-term support throughout the school year can ensure

that parents are comfortable in their schools and feel part
of their children's educational experience.

Home-School Communication

The second theme explores two essential components of
home-school communication. The first component is the

importance of home-school communication and the second is
the effective connections between parents and the schools.
When these essential components are solidly established

within the school community, the communication circuit
between home and school are strengthened and yield positive

results for students (Graham-Clay, 2005, p.117).

Importance of Home-School Communication
The first component of home-school communication is
its importance in a school climate. Effective communication

between parents and the school is a fundamental building

block to establishing a successful school experience for
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students, parents, and teachers. Graham-Clay (2005, p.117)

notes that, "strong communication is fundamental to this

partnership and to building a sense of community between
home and school". That partnership produces positive
results in many successful and high achieving schools. This

section of the review discusses advantages to effective
home-school communication and communication opportunities

available to schools and parents.

Graham-Clay (2005, p.118) affirmed that effective
partnerships between teachers and parents are essential to

meet the needs of the students that they share and to
increase parental involvement. Communication is a critical
component of the six major types of involvement that

Epstein (1995, p.10) contended to establish a strong
working relationship between the parents and staff. Without
communication between the home and school, the educational
experiences of students and teachers can be frustrating and

unsuccessful. For students, communication in the classroom

can range from "impressions created or words expressed"

(Graham-Clay, 2005, p. 118) to other more formal written
notes. The communication formats can be represented in the
teachers' welcome signs reflecting the languages spoken in

the community, to the first smile students and parents see
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when they walk into the office. The schools can also
communicate to parents through the presentation of its

campus. Parents may also be "positively influenced by the

cleanliness of school grounds, student artwork on the wall,

and the sounds in the hallway" according to Graham-Clay
(2005, p. 118). These positive cues not only build school
pride but also present a more inviting and enticing

environment for parents and visitors to come on campus.

Effective Connections

The second component in home-school communication is
creating effective connections between parents and the

schools. Graham-Clay (2005) discussed two avenues of
communication: one-way communication and two-way
communication. One-way communication is when a teacher
seeks to inform parents about different "events,

activities, or student progress through a variety of

sources, such as an introductory letter at the beginning of
the school year, classroom or school newsletters, report
cards, school web sites, etc." (Graham-Clay, 2005, p.118).
These are normally found in students' backpacks or pinned

on their shirts on their way home from school. Teachers are
very creative in creating these one-way communication

flyers or notes home to inform parents of the happenings in
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the classroom or the student's progress. Two-way
communication is the dialogue between teachers and parents.

Conversations can take place during effective parent
conferences, phone calls, open houses, or other school

activities. Effective parent-teacher conferences should be

well planned and require interpersonal skills on the part
of the teacher. Graham-Clay (2005, p.118) suggested that,

"teachers should actively incorporate both strategies to
maximize sharing information with parents".

Most often,

parents find it helpful when teachers make personal
contacts with them via telephone or conferences throughout

the school year.

Lately, technology has taken a more prominent role in
the attempt to communicate better with parents. Classroom

phones, voice mail, school web sites, and introduction
videos are a few examples. Aronson (1995, p.3) suggests
schools utilize a video format or DVD to invite parents to
get involved in the school, give a brief tour of the
programs and classes, and welcome new families to the

school. It is also important to keep in mind that the use

of technology can be limited by the families' availability
and the teachers desire to use it. In some cases, Internet

access is not feasible for families of low socio-economic
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background making it a challenge for "live" communications
between parents and school personnel.

Many teachers and

parents are still uncomfortable with the use of technology
and that "paper-based" communication still should have a

fundamental place in the overall communication strategy of
the school (Ramirez, 2001, p.30).
Additionally, Decker & Decker (2000, p.37) maintained

that formal communication between the parents and school
would not only provide transparency of classroom activities
and student progress but the teachers would gain insight of
the student's home life. These personal communications are

effective in enhancing the relationships and giving
"personal attention" to the parents. A common method in
retrieving such information from parents is through parent
surveys.

Parents are able to take a survey at their

leisure and reflect on their experiences at school.

The

researchers have identified the value of parent surveys in
obtaining information that directly influences the child's
learning (Decker & Decker 2000, p.37).

The challenge is

getting all parents to return the survey and not just the
parents who are already involved in the school community.

Another common method is shared learning activities.

The researchers recommend that, "Shared learning activities
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not only extend curriculum outside of the classroom, but

also provide opportunities for parents to be part of the
learning process in a more direct way" (p. 7). This notion

of shared learning also allows parents to participate and

support their children from home without having to come
into the classroom. This is especially beneficial for
working parents and parents without transportation. In

addition, the parents have the flexibility to interact and
participate at their convenience.

The Multimedia Presentation
The third theme examines two technological components
of communication. First is the use of multimedia

presentations in schools, and secondly, the implementation

of multimedia for effective communication. With the
increase of technological availability, this medium of
communication is becoming the new trend for getting parents

involved in the schools.
Multimedia Presentations

Multimedia Presentations are defined as the
integration, control, and manipulation of text, art and

graphics, photography, animation, audio, and video for
presentation (Kupsh, 1994, p.3). Using multimedia as a
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presentation tool can greatly enhance the message being
delivered to the intended audience. This reinforces the

effectiveness of using video medium stating that, "more

than any other single technology, video is the most

powerful way to communicate with others - and an ideal
medium for sharing with others the vital learning." With
the increase of technology availability at the hands of

many parents and students, the video format made it
convenient for parents to find out more about their
children's school. The video project presented vital

information for parents.

They can view this information on

the Internet at home or at work.

Also, parents have smart

phones and other technological gadgets where data access is

available to view events at school. Using multimedia as a
platform will greatly increase the chance that parents will

view the information and use it versus the standard
pamphlet passed out at the beginning of the school year.

Advantages of Multimedia Presentations
One of the first attempts at using Multimedia
Presentations to increase parent involvement in schools

occurred at Gunston Middle School in Arlington, Virginia.

The project was called HomeVisions. Their goal was to "use
this interest in television to increase the information
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that families receive about school" (Clevenson, 1999,
p.66). The middle school's attempt was based on the common

medium of entertainment for parents and students. The

videos that the school produced included "valuable

information: how parents can help their child succeed in
school, what materials to purchase for projects, and a
description of special programs and curricular units"

(Clevenson, 1999, p.66). At the time, VCR's were the norm

in households. Today, DVD's and game systems with the
ability to play DVD's will be utilized. Clevenson (1999,
p.67) describes five effective points in getting the
message to the parents:
1.

Student actors describe each part of the video
with examples.

2.

Classroom teachers invite families to call with

questions and explain grading procedures.
3.

Examples of completed projects flash on the
screen during a musical interlude.

4.

Students and staff write one-sentence reactions

to the project.
5.

Show specific examples of what parents can do at

home.
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These points are designed for showing a video about
how to complete a project, but can be adjusted to fit any

video goal. Clevenson (1999, p.67) also suggests that "the
shorter the script, the better" because it holds the

parents' attention long enough to see and hear essential

information about the school and its programs. For example,
HomeVisions most popular videos are only five to twelve

minutes long. Although web-based presentations are quite
common in this day and age, Clevenson (1999, p.68) shared

that communities that lack sufficient computers in the home

would have a difficult time accessing web-based
presentations. In those homes, web-based presentations are
ineffective. The author also states that, "few families
have easy access to computers, families need to see

examples and hear the teacher say,

'I want you to call me

with questions'" (Clevenson, 1999, p.68). Therefore, using
the DVD multimedia presentation becomes even more ideal and
an essential medium in communicating the school's message

to the parents and the public.

The major belief of this project is that presenting
the school information in a video format will have a more
favorable and beneficial impact on parent involvement than
simple information typed out and handed to the parents. The
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research for this use of medium is supported by the

multiple channels of working memory; auditory and visual
(Sweller, 1994, p.300). The auditory channel handles
information that is heard, while the visual channel

processes information that is seen. Using multiple channels

can increase the amount of information the brain can

process. Sweller elaborates that, "too much information
delivered in an ineffective manner can interfere with the
brain's ability to integrate the information into long term
memory." As a designer, one must make sure information is
passed using these two channels. In addition, information
must be presented effectively and to not overload the

learners with too much information.

Effective Multimedia Presentations

The last component of multimedia presentation is the
discussion of various effective deliveries. The purpose of
a multimedia presentation is "not only to have a message
(content), and to impress (technique), but also to
influence (impact)" (Burmark, 2000, p.l) the audience on

the purpose of the organization or school. The ultimate

goal of this multimedia presentation is to impact the
decisions that parents make about their child's education.

The content layout and other simple tricks in delivering
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the presentation can improve the quality of the message

being sent. According to Burmark (2000, p.2), there are a
number of things to address when creating a multimedia
presentation. Knowing the small things that can influence a

presentation can help increase the effectiveness of the
presentation and the influence you are trying to create.

Burmark (2000, p.2) outlined these simple suggestions in
making an effective multimedia presentation:

1.

Humor - Humor can be tricky. What is funny for one
person may not be funny for another, but use it

in a positive, nurturing form.
2.

Text - Do not use more than six words across the

screen and six lines down. Also, limit the number

of words you put in capital letters, they are

harder to read for the audience. Lower case
letters are easier to read using the fonts, Times

or Palatino.
3.

Visuals - Visuals are more compelling than text.

Humans can process a picture 66,000 times faster
than text. Photos that the audience is familiar
with create a bond that the viewers can identify

with, creating more of an interest.
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The use of multimedia presentation to convey and
highlight essential information can help the school
community retain more information when it is reinforced

visually (Eggleston, 2010, p.2). The phrase "a picture is
worth a thousand words" has been around for almost a

century, but still remains true to this day.

Using words

and pictures add to the interest level of any presentation.

This 'is one of the main ideas of using iMovie instead of a
parent letter. Eggleston (2010, p.l) believed the key step

in developing an effective presentation is "knowing your
audience." In relation to the parent video, the main

audience will be parents of elementary school children.

Knowing what information the audience already knows is an
important step in the design process of a video project.

This essential information can be obtained through surveys.

Based on the survey results, the video content must reflect
what the parents' and community members have shared.

Instructional Design Process

An effective instructional design model can be used to
help in the creation of a project. The main advantage of

instructional design is simple: it assists you in correctly
doing what you need to do.

There are many instructional

design models. Most models originate from the same elements
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of the ADDIE model of analysis, design, development,
implementation, and evaluation (Reiser & Dempsey, 2007,

p.12) .

The first step in ADDIE is Analysis. This is where the
project starts. It gives the designer a chance to examine

the project, and decide the purpose and what it hopes to
accomplish. It lets the designer create a list of goals and

objectives by creating a needs assessment.

The second step in ADDIE is Design. This stage re
examines the project's purpose and objective, as well as

using the survey results to guide the actual project. An
effective aide in this step would be a storyboard to plan
the movie being designed. A storyboard for this purpose

would include text, audio, and video.
The third step continues to build upon the first two
steps. This step is the Development step. This step uses

what the designer has gained through the surveys and design
process to create the project.

Implementation is the fourth step in the process. The
designer presents the project to the intended audience.
Viewing the video with the audience and gaining feedback

through surveys will help the designer continue the

process. This is also referred to as the Alpha Test.
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The final step in the ADDIE process is Evaluation. As
a designer, this step is used as a jump off point to go
back and re-visit any parts of the process that need to be

improved. There are two different ways to evaluate a
project at this point in the process. Formative and

Summative evaluations can be used to measure the successes
or failures of a project. Reiser and Dempsey (2007) note
the essential role of formative evaluation in identifying
the needed revisions to the instructional program. On the

other hand, the overall effectiveness and worth of

instruction are measured and assessed in the summative
evaluation. Using these two assessments will help the

designer make necessary changes and improvements to the

project. Then, the designer can Beta Test the video in a
more formal setting.

Summary
With the increased rigor of students' learning

standards today, a greater importance is being put on
schools and parents to maintain effective forms of

communication with parents and to get parents involved in

their child's education at home and in school.
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The benefits of active parent participation are higher
grades and test scores for students, better teacher morale

and reputation for schools, better connection between
families and schools, and improved relationships between

parents and children. The challenge facing schools today is

breaking down many intimidators parents face.

Many parents

feel their role is to help with homework at home and let
Parents show up for parent

the schools do the educating.

conferences, but feel that is where their education role
stops. Schools are faced with the challenges of recruiting

parents for committees and volunteer positions in the
schools.
Parents face many barriers in trying to be involved in

their child's school.

Many ethnic parents face challenges

not normally associated with native White parents.

These

barriers include lack of child-care, not feeling welcomed

by the school, non-native language meetings, and

transportation difficulties.

These barriers are what

schools must recognize and address to help our parents stay
involved with their child's education.

Home-School Communication is essential in helping
bridge the gaps between the school and home. One-way

communication tends to be the norm, sending notes home,
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calendars, and report cards. Parents appreciate and need
more two-way communication.

This gives them the

opportunity to interact with the school and teacher,
providing valuable insight into their child.

Technology is

also helping to try to bridge the gap, but many low socio

economic parents do not have access to the Internet.
An effective way to communicate the goals of the
school with parents is using the DVD.

Using the ADDIE

instructional design process will help ensure that the
communication received by the parents is effective in

meeting the designers' goals.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROJECT DESIGN PROCESS

Introduction
Finding a way to better communicate school and

classroom expectations, school policies, programs and
goals', was the focus of this project.

Through technology,

the DVD presentation was thought to be an effective way to

accomplish this project's goals.

The presentation was a

way to share the school rules, grade level expectations,

and assist parents in becoming more involved with their

children's education.

Research was conducted and an

instructional design model, ADDIE, was used to meet the
goals of the proj ect.
Chapter Three examines the steps used to create the

project.

A survey distributed to parents and staff of the

school was used to identify programs and expectations at

our school that needed to be either explained in a better
way to parents, or introduced more effectively.

The

surveys were collected to obtain an idea of what
information the staff thought parents needed, or what areas

the parents didn't know enough about.
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The feedback

received from the surveys dealt with grade level

expectations and state standards, the school behavior
program, and parent's knowledge of ways to effectively
participate in their child's education.

Analysis

Increasing Parent Participation was identified as a
key need at the school.

The staff felt that parents were

unaware of many of the things required to have an effective
Home-School relationship (Table 1). The first step of the

project was to decide what information our school needed to
share with parents.

The parent survey included the basic

expectations of the school and asked for feedback from the
parents on what they felt was important or what they
already had a good understanding of.

The survey asked the

participants to choose their level of understanding of each
topic based on the Likert Scale, one being disagree to five

being agree. The survey included questions on grade level

requirements and standards, the school's MODEL program,
homework expectations, test data, parent classes, ways to
get involved at school, and ways to help their children at

home.

The survey, in both English and Spanish, was
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distributed to 75 parents of students ranging from
Kindergarten to Fifth Grade.

Parents returned 20 surveys.

The staff survey was also distributed to 35 staff members.

Staff Members returned 20 surveys with comments included.

Some of the comments included: a desire to show the
staff's commitment to the students, explanation of the
CREDIT system, ways parents can help students at home with

homework, and an explanation of CST test data. The staff

surveys were the primary driving force behind what was
included in the survey.

The staff had the best inside

knowledge of the school, what parents needed to know
through their eyes, and ways parent participation could be
improved at the school.

(Table 1)

The results of the survey guided the design of the
project to areas where there was a lack of understanding,
both from the staff perspective and the parent perspective.

The results showed that the parents felt they had a much
better understanding of the areas surveyed than the staff

perception of the parents understanding did (Table 2).

The

parent surveys indicated that 80% or more of parents had a

good understanding of all the school programs.

However,

the staff surveys indicated that the staff felt parents

lacked the understanding on almost all areas.
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Understanding the culture of the parents may help to
i
i

explain the confident results and answers that the surveyed
showed. Whether! the survey was not understood, adequate

time was not given in reading the survey, or a desire to

"please" the survey, the results showed the parents had an
outstanding understanding of everything going on at the
school.

Whichever reason for the lopsided data, a better

collection method will be needed for future parent surveys.
Using the staff jdata as a more accurate barometer, areas of

focus were used to determine the highlights of the DVD
presentation.

The parent survey was not as effective as was hoped.
First, the parerits that filled out the survey at a meeting,
I

were parents that already attend school functions and
I

meetings regularly.

Second, the parents that returned the
home, were parents that also

participate in most school functions.
Knowing that the presentation is effective in meeting
I

its goals will be assessed in two parts.

First, the

i

immediate feedback on the Post Video survey from parents
and staff will assess their opinions and suggestions for

changes on the video.

The long term analysis of

effectiveness will come from increased parent meeting and
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conference attendance, student homework and attendance

improvement, and from overall school test results.
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Table 1.

Results of Staff Survey - Pre Video

1
I believe parents have a
Disagre
good understanding of...

2

3

4

5
Agree

31%

15%

38%

15%

0%

0%

23%

54%

15%

7%

7%

7%

23%

38%

15%

0%

15%

15%

23%

46%

23%

15%

31%

23%

7%

e
1. grade level
standards.
2. the MODEL Program.
3. grade level homework
expectations.

4.

parent conferences.

5.

school curriculum.

6.

school test data.

15%

46%

15%

15%

7%

7.

the CAPS program.

0%

7%

15%

38%

38%

8. ways to help their
children at home.

15%

23%

31%

15%

15%

9. ways to get involved
at school.

7%

38%

15%

23%

15%

10. parent classes
offered at school.

7%

38%

15%

15%

23%

7%

38%

31%

15%

7%

11.

the music program.

12. attendance
policies.
13. Language Arts
intervention programs.

0%

15%

15%

31%

31%

15%

38%

23%

23%

0%

the 5th Grade
Science Camp trip.

0%

31%

23%

23%

23%
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Table 2.

Results of Parent Survey - Pre Video

I believe parents have a
good understanding of...

1.

grade level standards.

2. the MODEL Program.
3. grade level homework
expectations.
4. parent conferences.

1
Disagree
0%

2

3

4

5%

0%

21%

5
Agree
74%

0%

5%

5%

10%

80%

0%

5%

0%

10%

85%

0%

5%

0%

10%

- 85%

5.

school curriculum.

0%

5%

5%

10%

80%

6.

school test data.

0%

10%

5%

0%

85%

7.

the CAPS program.

5%

5%

5%

0%

85%

0%

5%

0%

0%

95%

0%

5%

5%

5%

85%

0%

5%

5%

10%

80%

0%

5%

5%

15%

75%

0%

5%

0%

5%

90%

5%

5%

5%

10%

75%

5%

0%

5%

20%

70%

8. ways to help their
children at home.
9. ways to get involved at
school.
10. parent classes offered
at school.
11. the music program.

12.

attendance policies.

13. Language Arts
intervention programs.
14. the 5th Grade Science
Camp trip.
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Understanding the culture of the parents may help to
explain the confident results and answers that the surveyed

showed.

Whether the survey was not understood, adequate

time was not given in reading the survey, or a desire to
"please" the survey, the results showed the parents had an
outstanding understanding of everything going on at the
school.

Whichever reason for the lopsided data, a better

collection method will be needed for future parent surveys.
Using the staff data as a more accurate barometer, areas of

focus were used to determine the highlights of the DVD
presentation.

Design

The data collected through the staff and parent
surveys provided the focal points of the presentation.

As

discussed in the literature review, a multimedia
presentation is the most effective way to get a message
across.

In this case, trying to send this message out to

parents in a more meaningful and entertaining way.

The DVD

presentation will only be effective if the information it

was sharing was received as being helpful by the viewing
audience.

Once the areas of need were analyzed and

identified, a storyboard was made for the video.
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(Figure 1)

The video was divided up into chapters, with each chapter
being a different focus that staff and parents felt were
important for increasing parent participation in school.

The six chapters were: Introduction, Parent Involvement,
School Programs and Grade Level Expectations, MODEL, CAPS/

Sunrise, and closing.

These main ideas provided a starting

point for the video itself.

Each chapter discussed

different points relating to parent participation and our
school.

Each Chapter reinforced a few items that pertained

to the school.

The next step in the design process was to develop a
script for the video.

Using a script outline, each chapter

was written with spoken lines and what actors would speak
during each segment.

Each section used a number of

volunteers from the school to read different narratives.

Using text highlights to reinforce the audio and visual
pictures was used.

The text would give an added visual

representation of the information being shared through

audio and visual means.

The survey, outline, and script

were the main ingredients in creating the DVD presentation.
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Figure 1. DVD Storyboard
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Development
During the developmental process, a flip video

recorder, a digital camera, an iPhone, the Internet,

iMovie, and iDVD were used to create the DVD presentation.

The flip video was used to record the individual speaking
parts that appear on the video.

The iPhone was used to

record the spoken parts that were overlaid onto the still
pictures used on the video.

The digital camera was used to

take still pictures, and the Internet was used to obtain

pictures and music.

The storyboard was the main guide for the development
of the presentation.

After the storyboard's completion,

two main development parts were identified: video and still
pictures.

The presentation consisted of both video and

pictures with spoken voice overlay.

The video was used to

record staff introducing programs and grade level

expectations.

The digital pictures were taken from scenes

around the school and downloaded from the Internet.

They

were met to bring a visual meaning to the spoken and
written text that appears on the video.

Once all the video

and digital pictures were uploaded to iMovie, titles and
words were added over the video and digital pictures.

were put in correct order based on the storyboard.
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They

Next,

the titles and word overlays were synchronized with the

They were adjusted in duration

correct pictures or video.

depending on the length of the spoken narration.

The

volume stabilization was adjusted for each scene to
maximize quality of sound.

The final steps were to add the

music to the beginning and end of the video, and creating
an opening menu on iDVD before burning the DVD.

iMovie was unsuccessful in being able to crop pictures

over the taken flip video. Flip Video and Flip Share was
great for interviewing the teachers when they appeared on

the screen.

It was unable to continue to use the same

voice while inserting still pictures and slides as the
reader continued to read.

To solve this problem, an iPhone

recorder was used for the voice over section.

The voice

was uploaded to iMovie and placed over the still pictures.
There was a difference between sound quality between the
two methods.

For a future project, sticking to one

platform that could incorporate all facets of the

production would be optimal.
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Implementation
Just like during the analysis phase of the design

process, two survey groups were used to view the video and
fill out the survey.

Staff members viewed the alpha

version of the video during their planning and free times.

A copy of the video was distributed to them along with the
survey.

Ten staff members were chosen to view the alpha

copy. Staff input was valuable to make sure the school's

message was accurately being transmitted to the parents
through the video.

Parents were invited to watch the video

during a parent meeting at school.

The parent's feedback

was especially important, as the video was designed to help
them play a more active part in their child's education.

Once the participants finished their survey, they were
placed in an envelope in the office to assure anonymity.

The following results were concluded from the parents
and teachers surveys, twenty from the parents, and ten from

the staff. The staff had a positive reaction to the video.
(Table 3) A few surveys suggested more visuals be used
during the voice overlays.

Generally, both sets of surveys

indicated that the video had attained its goal of
presenting important information about the school to
parents in a more meaningful and entertaining way.
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According to the parents surveyed after watching the alpha
version, all were very satisfied with the video, and
offered little feedback as to changes that should be made.

(Table 4) They found the information in the video helpful.
One parent did ask if there was a Spanish version.

Evaluation
After the collection of the alpha video surveys were

collected, the data was analyzed to view where improvements

could be made towards the beta version of the presentation.
Those recommendations were to include more visual examples

of topics being discussed by the narrator of each part and

more titles were added for each section so text could be
read while listening to the spoken message.

These

suggestions reinforced what Eggleston (2010) had suggested
that "this presentation maximizes the audience retention of
the subject matter."

Overall, the biggest hurdle in the production of the

video was the lack of integration between the Flip Video
camera/Flip Share camera and iMovie.

Future projects would

eliminate this challenge by finding a camera that allows
iMovie to seamlessly edit and produce the presentation.
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The presentation initially has been effective in
delivering the message of the school to parents.

A follow

up study needs to be implemented to find the long term
effectiveness of the project.
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Table 3.

Results of Staff Survey - Post Video

After viewing the video, I
think the video did a good job
of...

1. explaining the grade
level requirements and
standards.
2. explaining the MODEL
Program.
3. explaining grade level
homework expectations.
4. explaining parent
conferences.
5. explaining the CAPS
program.
6. explaining ways to help
their children at home.
7. explaining ways to get
involved at school.
8. explaining parent classes
offered at school.
9. explaining attendance
policies.
10. showcasing Riley's
positive learning environment

1
Disagree

2

3

4

5
Agree

0%

0%

0%

40%

60%

0%

0%

0%

20%

80%

0%

5%

0%

10%

85%

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

5%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

20%

30%

50%

0%

20%

40%

30%

10%

0%

20%

40%

20%

20%

80%

20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

5%

5%

10%

75%
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Table 4.

Results of Parent Survey - Post Video

1. I liked the music in the
video.
2. I have a better
understanding of California
Standards Test results.
3. I thought the principal's
message was clear.
4. I liked‘the parent
involvement chapter.
5. I understand the grade
level expectations better now.
6. I thought the school
curriculum and programs were
explained effectively.
7. 1 liked the chapter about
the MODEL program.
8. I liked the chapter on the
before and after school
programs.
9. I thought the quality of
the video was good.
10. I think this will be a
great tool for me and future
Riley parents.

1
Disagree

2

3

4

5
Agree

0%

0%

0%

5%

95%

0%

0%

0%

25%

75%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

10%

90%

0%

0%

0%

5%

95%

0%

0%

0%

5%

95%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

Summary
Following the ADDIE process was the key design process

in making the presentation.

First, the surveys were

distributed to the parents and staff to find out the level
of understanding of school programs and what were needed to
be addressed in the video.

Once the objectives of the

video were identified, an outline was created to develop
the organization of the video.
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A platform was decided upon

for the creation of the video.

Once the video was created,

the presentation was shown to staff and parents of the

school.

Using feedback gathered from the surveys,

improvements were made to the final version of the video.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
Included in Chapter Four is a presentation of the
conclusions as a result of completing the project. The DVD

presentation was developed to help parents feel more

comfortable with school expectations, as well as help them
become involved in their children's educational process.

The recommendations extracted from the project helped to
guide the process of the development, using the ADDIE

process of design. Lastly, the Chapter concludes with a

summary of the project.

Conclusions
The conclusions taken from the proj ect are as follows:
1.

The importance of the project was to design an
effective way to communicate school expectations
and ways for parents to be involved in their

child's school and educational process. Using
technology was determined to be an effective way

to relate the goals of the staff and school to
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the parents.

It provides parents with an

interesting and informative way to learn more

about the school and how to stay involved.

It is

used as a replacement to the typical letter home
at the beginning of the year.
2.

As a result of the survey, many parents indicated
that they already had a good understanding of
most of the programs and information from the

school.

Based on over fifteen years at the

school site and being a teacher who has spoken to
many parents, the survey might lead to misguided

assumptions. This was also the case in the second
survey given- to the parents.

They were

overwhelmingly satisfied with the video, and

their feedback gave limited insight on changes

that should be made.

3.

Using iMovie was an effective way to create a
presentation geared towards the target audience,

the parents. Without the need to produce an
extravagant presentation, iMovie provided the

user with all the tools necessary. However, as

discussed, there were limitations and barriers
using Flip Video/Share with iMovie.
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Recommendations

The recommendations resulting from the project are as
follows.
1.

The survey distribution would be more effective
if the user was available to guide all parents
through the process.

Most of the surveys had all

checked the same answer as "agree" and not much
data could be pulled.

2.

The staff survey was much more helpful in
determining what should be included, as the staff

were the site experts on how and what parents can
do to help their children.

A focus group setting

would be more beneficial as the designer could

illicit more thorough recommendations.

3.

To make the video more inviting for students to
want to show their parents and more entertaining,

the video should have included students appearing

in the video and introducing different facets of
the school to the parents. This challenge was the

result of a conflict between doing a school
project and a research thesis.

The research

requirements recommended the use of students to
be present in the video, but project constraints
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made the inclusion of students in the final video

impossible.
4.

After the completion of the Alpha video, selected

staff members who offered their feedback to
improve the video viewed the video. A focus group
would have been more beneficial with parents, and

the author could have dictated questions to help
illicit more helpful or useful responses and

feedback.

5.

An additional study could have been conducted to
test the usefulness of the video.

Parent

participation in classrooms, attendance at

conferences and school site meetings, as well as
test scores were items that could have been
measured.

Summary
Chapter Four reviewed the conclusions extracted from

the project. The DVD presentation was a new and exciting
way for the school to share its expectations and

suggestions to parents.

As well, it made aware the

different ways for parents to get involved and displayed
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the school as a welcoming and friendly environment.

The

video outlined the benefits of parent involvement and what

parents could do to get involved.

It also highlighted the

five major grade level expectations for each grade level,

which was introduced by a teacher of that grade. • The video
also explained the overall school rules, and explained the

After School Program as well as state test results.

Limitations and omissions were discussed as a major

reason the final project was not how the original project

was designed.

For a school to produce an effective parent

video, the participation of students in the video is a
must, and would be included in any future presentation.
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APPENDIX A

CD OF PROJECT
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CD on this page
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APPENDIX B

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
APPROVAL
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN BERNARDINO
Academic Affairs,

Office ofAcademic Research • Institutional Review Board
May 24,2011

Mr. Scott Neuschelcr
c/o: Prof. Brian Newberry
Department of Science, Math and Technology
California State University

5500 University Parkway

San Bernardino, California 92407

CSUSB
INSTITUTIONAL
REVIEW BOARD
Expedited Review
IRB# 10043
Status

APPROVED

Dear Mr, Neuschclen

Your application to use human subjects, titled “Developing an Elementary School Parent Information Video” has been
reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), The attached informed consent document has been stamped
and signed by the IRB chairperson. AH subsequent copies used must be this officially approved version. A change in your

informed consent (no matter how minor the change) requires resubmission of your protocol as amended. Your application is
approved for one year from May 24,2011 through May 23,2012. One month prior to the approval end date you need

to file fora renewal if you have not completed your research. See additional requirements (Items 1-4) or your
approval below.
Your,responsibilities us the rescarcher/invcstigator reporting to the IRB Committee include the following 4 requirements as
mandated by Hie Code of Federal Regulations 45 CFR 46 listed below. Please note that the protocol change form and
renewal form are located on the IRB website under the forms menu. Failure to notify the IRB of the above may result in
disciplinary action. You are required to keep copies of the informed consent forms and data for at least three years.
1) _ Submit a protocol change form If any changes (no matter how minor) are made in your research

pros pec tus/protocoi for review and approval of the IRBbcfore implemented In your research.

2)

If any unantlcipated/adverse events are experienced by subjects during your.researcb;
3) Too renew your protocol one month prior to the protocols end date,
4) _ When your.project has.endedbyemailingthelRB.Coordinator/Compllance Analyst]
The CSUSB IRB has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to weigh the risk to the human participants and
the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk and benefit. This approval notice docs not replace any departmental or
additional approvals which may be required.

If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision, please contact Michael Gillespie, IRB Compliance Coordinator. Mr.
Michael Gillespie can be reached by phone al (909) 537-7588, by fax al (909) 537-7028, or by email at muil lesD@csusb.edu.
Please include your application approval identification number (listed at lhe top) in all correspondence.

Best of luck with your research.

Sharoiywara, Ph.D., Chair
Institutional Review Board
SW/mg

co: Prof. Brian Newberry, Department of Science, Math andTechnology

9O9.S37.7S88 ■ fax: 909.537.7028 . http://lrb.csusb.edu/

5500 UNIVERSITY PARKWAY, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407-2393
The California State Univerilty - Bakersfield . Channel Islands - Chko . Domingue, mils • East Bay - Fresno . Futatcn . Humboka • Long Beach • los Angeles
Maritime Academy • Monterey Bay • Northridge • Pomona ■ Sacramento. San Bernardino . San Diego ■ San Francisco • San Awe • San Lins Obispo • San Marcos • Sonoma . Stanislaus

INFORMED CONSENT
Pre-Video
PURPOSE: This survey will help design a parent participation video for Riley
Elementary School. The survey will ask questions that will incorporate the staffs
expertise and knowledge about the school and its programs into the video.

DESCRIPTION: This survey is part of a design and development project that
Scott Neuscheler, a teacher at Riley Elementary School, is creating for his
Masters degree at California State University, San Bernardino. The survey will
use staff input to aide in the design of the video.
PARTICIPATION: Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may
discontinue your participation at anytime without penalty. •
ANONYMITY: This survey is anonymous. Please do not write your name
anywhere on the survey. When completed, please place the surveys in the box
located in the front office. The surveys will be stored in a locked cabinet in the
office.

DURATION: This survey should take ten minutes to complete.

RISKS: There are no foreseeable risks.
BENEFITS: The video will be designed directly from the input of parents and
staff through the surveys.
CONTACT: If further questions may arise about the research, please contact Dr.
Brian Newberry, bnewberr@csusb.edu, or (909) 537-5454.
RESULTS: The results will be used in a design and development thesis at
California State University, San Bernardino. The completed thesis will be
available at the school’s Pfau Library, 5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino,
California.

□ By checking here, I indicate that I am at least 18 years of age, that I have
received a copy of the informed consent document, and that I agree to
participate.
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Riley Elementary School
Scott Ncuschcler, Resource Specialist
scoli.ncuschclct@sbcusd.lt 12. ca.us

1266 N. ‘0
* Street, San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 388-6460 Fax: (909) 388-6467

Riley Elementary School Survey - Staff
Dear Parents,
[ am working on my Masters degree at California State University, San Bernardino. The survey you are

being asked to take will help us understand ways to increase parent participation by using a DVD
presentation^ This survey will help promote positive parent participation at Riley Elementary School.
Thank you for taking the time in filling out this survey. You do not have to participate in this survey.
There will be a box located in the main office that you or your student may place them in.

Sincerely,
Scott Neuscheler
Directions: Indicate your degree of disagreement or agreement on the following items. A 1 indicates

that you completely disagree with the statement. A 2 indicates that you somewhat disagree. A 3

indicates that you neither disagree nor agree. A 4 means you somewhat agree. A 5 means you
completely agree.

/ believe parents have a good
understanding of........

1

2

Disagree

1. grade level requirements and standards.

2.

the MODEL Program.

3.

grade level homework expectations.

4.

parent conferences.

S.

school curriculum.

6.

school test data.

7. the CAPS program.
8.

ways to help their children at home.

9. ways to get involved at school.
10. parent classes offered at school.

11. the music program.
12. attendance policies.

13.

Language Arts intervention programs.

14.

the 5^ Grade Science Camp trip.

15. Is there any other school information that

you would like to know more about?

Riley Elementary School
“Committed To Excellence"
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3

4

5

Agree

/
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Riley Elementary School
1266 N. *G

Scott Ncuschcler, Resource Specialist

Street, San Bernardino, CA 92405

(909) 388-6460

scott.neuscheler@sbcusd.kl2.ca.us

Fax: (909) 388-6467

Riley Elementary School Survey - Parents
Dear Parents.
I am working on my Masters degree at California State University, San Bernardino. The survey you are
being asked to take will help us understand ways to increase parent participation by using a DVD
presentation. This survey will help promote positive parent participation at Riley Elementary School.
Thank you for taking the time in filling out this survey. You do not have to participate in this survey.
There will be a box located in the main office that you or your student may place them in.
Sincerely,
Scott Neuscheler
Directions: Indicate your degree of disagreement or agreement on the following items. A 1 indicates
that you completely disagree with the statement. A 2 indicates that you somewhat disagree. A 3
indicates that you neither disagree nor agree. A 4 means you somewhat agree. A 5 means you
completely agree.

/ have a good understanding
of......

1
Disagree

2

1. grade level requirements and standards.

2. the MODEL Program.
3. grade level homework expectations.
4. parent conferences.
5. school curriculum.

6. school test data.
7. the CAPS program.
8. ways to help their children at home.

9. ways to get involved at school.
10. parent classes offered at school.

11. the music program.
12. attendance policies.
13. Language Arts intervention programs.

14. the 5th Grade Science Camp trip.
15. Is there any other school information that
you would like to know more about?

Riley Elementary School
''Committed To Excellence"
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3

4

5
Agree
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Riley Elementary School
Scott Neuscheler. Resource Specialist

1266 N. ‘G’ Street, San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 388-6460
Fax: (909) 388-6467

scottncusch c1er@sbcusd.k 12 xa.u s

Riley Elementary School Survey - Staff Post
Dear Staff,
I am working on my Masters degree at California State University, San Bernardino. The survey you are
being asked to take will help us understand ways to increase parent participation by using a DVD
presentation. This survey will help promote positive parent participation at Riley Elementary School.
Thank you for taking the time in filling out this survey. You do not have to participate in this survey.
There will be a box located in the main office that you may place them in.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Scott Neuscheler

Directions: Indicate your degree of disagreement or agreement on the following items. A 1 indicates
that you completely disagree with the statement A 2 indicates that you somewhat disagree. A 3
indicates that you neither disagree nor agree. A 4 means you somewhat agree. A 5 means you
completely agree.

1
Disagree

2

3

4

1. 1 liked the music in the video.
2. 1 thought the explanation of the test scores was

appropriate for parents.
3. 1 thought the principal's message was clear.
4. I liked the parent involvement chapter.

5. I liked the inclusion of the homework web
sites.

6. 1 thought the school curriculum and programs
were explained effectively.
7. I liked the chapter about the MODEL program.
8. I liked the chapter on the before and after
school programs.
9. 1 thought the quality of the video was good.
10. 1 think this will be a great tool for Riley
parents.

Any additional comments regarding any specific questions or concerns about the video will be
greatly appreciated.

Riley Elementary School
"Committed To Excellence”
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5
Agree
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Riley Elementary School
Scott Neuscheler, Resource Specialist
scoH.ncuscheler@sbcusd.k I2.ca.us

1266 N. *G' Street. San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 388-6460

Fax: (909) 388-6467

Riley Elementary School Survey - Parent Post
Dear Parents,
I am working on my Masters degree at California State University, San Bernardino. The survey you are
being asked to take will help us understand ways to increase parent participation by using a DVD
presentation. This survey will help promote positive parent participation at Riley Elementary School.
Thank you for taking the time in filling out this survey. You do not have to participate in this survey.
There will be a box located in the main office that you may place them in.
Sincerely,

Scott Neuscheler
Directions: Indicate your degree of disagreement or agreement on the following items. A I indicates
that you completely disagree with the statement. A 2 indicates that you somewhat disagree. A 3
indicates that you neither disagree nor agree. A 4 means you somewhat agree. A 5 means you
completely agree.

After viewing the video, I have a
better understanding of...

1
Disagree

2

1. grade level requirements and standards.

2. the MODEL Program.
3. grade level homework expectations.

4. parent conferences.
5. the CAPS program.

6. ways to help my children at home.
7. ways to get involved at school.
8. parent classes offered at school.
9. attendance policies.

10. Riley's positive learning environment.
11. Is there any other school information that
you would like to see included in the video?

Riley Elementary School
“Committed To Excellence”
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3

4

5
Agree
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PRESENTATION SCRIPT
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Riley Elementary Parental Involvement Video
Script Outline
Opening
Chapter 1 Introduction
-Benefits of Parent Involvement
-Levels of Parent Involvement
Chapter 2 Parent Involvement
-Things to do to get involved
-Parent Classes
Chapter 3 School Programs and Grade Level Expectations
-Grade Level Expectations
- Ways to help at home
-Programs offered
-Attendance and Staff
Chapter 4 MODEL
-Universal School Rules
-MODEL Daily Lesson
-Credits/ Bear Bucks
Chapter 5 CAPS/ Sunrise
-Overview
Chapter 6 CST Test Data
-Overview
-School Accomplishments, Graph
Chapter 7 Closing

Chapter 1-Introduction
Music Interlude
(Mr. Ramirez)
Hello, my name is Mr. Ramirez and I am the principal of
Riley Elementary School.
I would like to take this moment
to welcome you. This video is designed to introduce our
school to you, share each grade level's state standards and
expectations, and to give you information about the
different programs here at Riley. I hope you find this
video educational and informative. Thank you.

Chapter 2 - Parent Involvement

(2 min)

Parent Involvement is the "participation of parents in
every facet of children's education and development from
birth to adulthood. (Padgett, 2006). Quote on screen
(Ms. D)
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Having our parents involved in our school is very important
to us. Having the support and participation of parents in
the daily life of our students is instrumental in the
success of your children and our school. There are many
benefits for having parents involved with their children
and schools.
These include:
•
Higher test scores
•
Better attendance
•
Higher graduation rates and lower drop out
rates
•
And a decrease in negative behaviors and an
increase in positive behaviors
So how can I get involved as a Riley parent? There are
different levels of parent involvement.
Find something
that you think you can do as a parent. Any participation
is a positive step toward a rewarding school experience for
you and your student.

Subtitle on screen with voice overlay.
°
Attend Back to School Night - "This is a great
chance to meet your teacher, and find out the
classroom expectations for the year.
It's also a
great chance for the teacher to learn anything from
you about your student that would help them in the
classroom.
•
Attend Parent conferences- come to scheduled
parent conferences and don't be afraid to ask
questions. The teacher will explain the state grade
level standards that your child will be working on for
the year.
•
Attend School meetings - come to School Site
Council meetings. This is where parents have their
input on decisions that directly affect the school and
your children.
•
Check for and read notes home - Ask your child
everyday of there are any notes from school, they
contain important information and help keep the
school-home communication flowing.
•
Check Homework- students should have homework
every night, if they don't make sure they read for at
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least a half an hour and have a quiet place to do
this.
•
Talk with your children- ask them what they did
and learned in school that day, it lets them knoyr you
have an interest in what they are doing in school, and
gives them a sense of pride in their work.
•
Maintain open communication with teacher - stay
in touch with your child's teacher either with written
notes, phone calls to school, or email.

Chapter 3 School Curriculum and School Staff
2 min

(Mr. N)
Riley's continued success on the California State Standards
Test is focused on the creative and effective ability of
our teachers to help your children master their grade level
standards. Along with your help at home, our students can
achieve these grade level standards. The following section
will highlight the main standards that your child is
expected to master by the end of each grade.
Here are
some teachers from our school to share our grade level
expectations.
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade) teacher
here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal is to have
your child by the end of the year, know how to:
Kindergarten (Spina)
•
Count to 100
•
Write and identify #s to 50
•
Know all their letters and sounds
•
Recognize plane and three dimensional shapes
•
Classify objects by shape, color, and size
•
Add and Subtract numbers up to 10
•
Read 50 High Frequency Words
•
Write complete sentences independently
1st Grade (Bettas)
•
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade)
teacher here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal
is to have your child by the end of the year, know how
to:
•
Read 300 High Frequency Words
•
Add and Subtract Basic Facts thru 20
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•
write a 6-sentence paragraph with a topic
sentence, details, and conclusion.
•
Have your student understand what they read
8
Have your student read fluently

2nd Grade (Lovett)
•
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade)
teacher here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal
is to have your child by the end of the year, know how
to:
•
Can read with grade level fluency
•
Mastery of multiple meaning words
•
Write a friendly letter
•
Identify Nouns and Verbs
•
Can add and subtract with 3 digit regrouping

3rd Grade (teacher)
•
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade)
teacher here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal
is to have your child by the end of the year, know how
to:
8
Multiplication Tables thru 12
•
Write a 10-sentence paragraph with Topic
Sentence, Body with supporting details, and
conclusion.
8
Read with Grade Level Fluency
8
Add and Subtract with 3 Digit regrouping
8
Understand Main Idea , Cause/ Effect, and
Summarizing of stories
4th Grade (Sanchez)
•
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade)
teacher here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal
is to have your child by the end of the year, know how
to:
8
Write a multiple paragraph essay developing a
topic sentence and adding supporting details,
preparation for State Writing Test
8
Master all multiplication and division facts
8
Read with grade level fluency, not just fast, but
with tone and intonation
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•
Read with comprehension of cause/ effect, main
idea, and Sequence of Events
•
Identify correct Topic Sentences and Supporting
Details
•
Synonyms, Antonyms, Multiple Meaning Words

5th Grade (teacher)
•
Teacher Intro: Hi, I'm _______________ , a (grade)
teacher here at Riley. As a (grade) teacher, our goal
is to have your child by the end of the year, know how
to:
•
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
•
Science Standards for State Science Test
•
Identify Plot, Setting, and Character Traits of a
story
•
Find evidence in reading
•
Able to infer meaning from stories

(Mr. N)
One of the most influential ways for parents to stay
involved in their child's education is done at home.
Here
are a few things that you can do at home.
•
Quiet Place for homework - If possible, provide a
quiet place for your child to do their homework. They
should have at least 30 - 60 minutes of homework a
night.
•
Read for 30 minutes/ ask them about what they
read- If your child says they have no homework, they
should read for 3o minutes a night. When they are
finished, have them summarize what they read, telling
you the important events that happened in the story,
or telling you about the characters. One of the best
ways to encourage student achievement and growth is
from reading. At Riley, our students participate in
Reading Counts. Reading Counts is a reading program
that measures a students reading level, then
recommends books at their instructional level.
Students then take quizzes on the computer to earn
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points. Many classrooms offer incentives and awards
for students that reach their point goals.
•
Practice Flashcards - Buy a set of flashcards
appropriate for their grade level.
Practice every
night.
•
Ask them about their day- Ask your child
questions about their day. Ask them what they
learned. What was their favorite thing they did?
•
Limit games and TV - Limit your child's time on
the Playstation/ Xbox and watching TV. Use those
things as incentives for finishing their homework.
Studies have shown that when parents show an interest in
their child's homework, it reinforces to the student the
importance of school.
Riley is dedicated to ensuring success of all students. In
addition to the District adopted language arts and
mathematics curriculum, Riley also offers Intensive
programs to increase the learning curve of students who are
performing below grade level.
( Flash pictures )
These programs include: Read 180 (pictures), System 44
(pictures), The Learning Center (pictures)

Read 180 Read 180 is a language arts intervention program
for students who are below grade le.vel in some areas of
language arts.
Students attend the class for 90 minutes a
day to work in small group setting and on the computers.
The focus of the class is reading comprehension, grammar,
and writing.
System 44- System 44 is a phonics based computer and small
group program designed to help beginning readers with
phonics.
Students do individual work on the computer as
well as work in small groups with the teacher.
Physical Education
(34 seconds- need 14-20)- Riley
Elementary has an Elementary Physical Education Specialist
on site everyday, as well as a Physical Education Assistant
on site two days a week. Once a week, each class will be
taken out for 50 minutes of PE, where students are taught
skills that meet the California Standards for Physical
Education.
Some examples of areas 'covered are: Eye- Foot
and Eye-Hand Skills, Frisbee, Jump Rope, and Rhythm and
Dance. The ultimate goal is to teach some physical and
social skills that each student can use for the rest of
their life to be physically fit and/or compete in sports.
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Riley is on a year round academic schedule. Breakfast is
served starting at 8:30, and school begins at 8:50.
School ends at 3:30. On minimum days, school is dismissed
at 1:05. Most Thursdays are minimum days.
Please refer to
your school calendar for more details.
Attendance: If your student is absent, notify the school by
calling 909-388-6460 and speaking with Ms. Briseida. You
will have 5 days to clear an absent.
Students receive trophies at the end of the year for
perfect attendance. During the school year in order to
receive the perfect attendance trophy your student must not
be absent, tardy or have any early dismissals.
There is also an Alternative Perfect Attendance certificate
which will be given to students with no absences but have
tardies and early dismissals.

Chapter 4________ MODEL
MODEL 2 min

(Mr. Partida)
Riley's MODEL Program helps students, parents, and teachers
stay focused on the positive. Our MODEL Program consists
of 4 areas - Universal School Rules, Social Skills Lessons,
Support for Struggling Readers, and CREDITS.
1.
The Universal School Rules for Riley are "Be Safe,
Be Responsible, Be Respectful".
Understanding and being
able to follow school rules is an important skill for
academic success. At Riley, the rules are specifically
taught, just like any academic subject. Teachers
constantly review and re-teach the rules.
2. Each week, the entire school focuses on one skill,
such as saying please and thank you or apologizing.
Students talk about the skill in the classroom and with
other staff. Teachers also teach two lessons a week that
are designed to address the developmental needs of their
class.
3. MODEL provides support for struggling students.
The school has training for ALL staff, students, and
parents. We have targeted interventions for students
who struggle. MODEL also provides:
•
Mentor program
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•
•
•
•
•

Behavior contracts
Counseling
Behavior support plans
Community service
Honor patrol

4.
Riley understands that it is important to
recognize accomplishments.
At Riley, students earn
"credits" based on educational performance, homework, and
positive behavior. Students begin the year as a "High
School Senior" As they complete academic assignments and
participate in school activities, they earn credits and
"graduate" to "college freshman" Students will continue to
accumulate credits to earn different degrees, with the
ultimate goal being a "doctorate" degree. Just like in the
real world, each "degree" comes with perks. As the student
earns more credits, the perks or rewards become more
desirable. Each student wears an ID badge that shows the
"educational level" they have attained.
I

Chapter 5______ CAPS/ Sunrise
1 min
(Ms . Perry-Hi 11)
CAPS Hello, my name is Mrs. Perry-Hill.
I'm the site
leader for CAPS and Sunrise at Riley Elementary School.
CAPS is an after school program offered for all Riley
students.
Upper grade students choose a monthly club
activity that they participate in for an hour each day.
Clubs activities vary from month to month, with
approximately 8 choices per month. Among clubs that have
been offered are a variety of sports (soccer, softball,
basketball, flag football, tennis, volleyball,
cheerleading), games (four square, tetherball, board games,
Wii), languages (Spanish, French, Japanese), dance (hip
hop, salsa, folklorico), arts (acting, painting, pottery),
crafts (knitting, decorating, scrapbooking), academic '
enrichment (literature, science fair), videography,
photography, modeling, and karaoke. Clubs are determined
by student interest, if students express a desire to
participate in an activity, CAPS staff will endeavor to
provide it.

Our staff includes certificated teachers, YMCA staff,
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college students and high school volunteers. Each student
participates in a homework assistance group each day and is
encouraged to complete the more challenging portions of
their homework during CAPS.

CAPS students also participate in a number of celebrations
(assemblies, dances, family picnic nights, literacy nights)
and field trips, including, but not limited to, magic
shows, the San Bernardino Christmas Parade, swim parties
and an end of the year trip to Magic Mountain.

Sunrise is our before school program.
Sunrise starts at
7:00 and runs until breakfast is served at school.
Students participate in many of the same activities as
CAPS.
We welcome all Riley students to the CAPS and Sunrise
programs!
Chapter 6 Closing
This video only included a small portion of everything that
Riley is about. We hope you have had a positive experience
so far at Riley.
Please don't hesitate to contact or visit
the school if you have any questions. Together, we will
make your child's and your experience at Riley memorable
and educational.

Credits
This film was created with the permission of the San
Bernardino City Unified School District, Riley Elementary
School, and The California State University at San
Bernardino.
Produced and Directed: Scott Neuscheler
Technical Directors: Michael Partida & Daniel Flores
Special Thanks to:
Aldo Ramirez - Principal
Mark Kay Decresenco - Vice Principal
Kathy Spina - Kindergarten
Ashley Bettas - 1st Grade
Wiki Lovett - 2nd Grade
Chris Perry-Hill - CAPS
Nilsa Sanchez - 4th Grade
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